Tuesday, December 14th 2004
Meeting Log
Purpose: Sending and Displaying Inkscape Content
Time: December 14th 2004
Location: CSSE Conference Room
Secretary: Brandi Soggs
Present: Brandi, Jason, Jonas, Matt, Steven
Guest: Salman Azhar
Jabber:
- Spoke with McLeish
- Recently got the sandbox to compile with Loudmouth, but still having linking errors
- Getting caught up is just a matter of writing the code, which is the easy part
- Can SSH on the box
- 104.218 is the IP
- Says “Fedora” on the login screen
- Going to talk to Mike about getting VNC to work (service currently starts and stops)
- Many thanks to Mike McLeish
Inkscape:
- Code is a mess, poorly documented
- Identifying all the spots in the code where objects are modified. Mostly found. This will be a lot of trouble because there is no single place to add it- all object
type subclasses will need their own version of the code.
- Researching how to send the initial document
- Currently waiting on Jabber-side to give the interface for sending modifications
- Instead of going to the modify log, go to the undo log to see what has been done
recently. This might let us make a standard undo log, but will be a lot of trouble
Salman:
- Mike isn’t certain how far he should go to help us (how much of it we should do
ourselves as far as getting the box set up). If Mike doesn’t help with something
that he feels is “too far” to help (but we think is reasonable to ask), ask Salman if
it’s valid for Mike to help us on
- Leave time at the end of the Tuesday meetings for Salman to talk
- Have a timekeeper for the meetings
- More notes and suggestions will be provided later
To Do:
Brandi- Find out if we can still modify content in the angel site for last quarter.
Brandi- Decide what the modified goals for this week should be
Everyone- Keep progressing as much as possible
Next Group Meeting: Thursday, 9th-10th, Sun Lab

